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ABSTRACT
There is an information system s need at all levels of an organization. Because education institutes have
different decision making structures, we need to analyze the needs of information systems differently than the generic
COTS (Commercially Off The Shelf) systems which are available in market.
This paper tries to identify different levels in the organizational structure and also need of information systems within
the structure for all levels in the organization. Here authors being from the educational organization, requirements of
the information systems are analyzed depending on their experience of data analysis.
It is observed that all information system needs and requirements needs to be studied as the ‘user- machine’ integration
as far as digital usages in the educational institutes are concerned. ROI (Return on Investment) and TCO (Total Cost of
Ownership) plays vital role in such organizations because of the resources requirement of designing and development
of the digital information systems. Integration of these systems on different levels is also a major problem area for
these institutes. A framework is to be suggested to accommodate all the requirements of the systems in such
organizations.
Introduction
Educational institutes usually have unique way to work than the generic manufacturing or financial
organizations. The information systems requirements are different for these institutes as these are more service
oriented than the product oriented. The services offered by the education institutes are different in structures and
requirements than other industries services.
As far as structures of these institutes are concerned, they are multilevel. This is because of their hierarchical
decision making structures. Information processing for these structures are different of different levels.
The information requirements on transaction processing level are different than management level for different
academic bodies and structures. There is a requirement to look at different type of information storage structures for
processing MIS (Management Information Systems) report.
Structural requirements
When we look at the structures, on the broad basis it can be explained as below
1. Structure of different bodies is hierarchical in nature
2. They are more cross functional in nature
3. There is a component of trans organizational data processing like University, other colleges, UGC etc.
4. Decision making is more bureaucratic in nature.
5. SOP (Standard Operating Procedures) are well defined with the statute and ordinances
6. Outside components are interacting with the organization for information processing
7. Data is processed as per scope as internal data and external data.
8. Most of the departments are isolated and processing data on their own without having knowledge to the
management as no MIS reports are thought about than the traditional report.
9. Most of the data processing is done with traditional style.
10. No analytical methods are used in most of the education organizations; the problem is more serious when it is
government organization.
Basic structural diagram for the educational institutes
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Functional structure and information requirement
As far as functional structures are concerned, they can be divided in major four parts
1. Academic
a. Here most of the information is required by two entities 1. Students and 2. University staff. The information
requirements are very high at transaction level here. But the frequency of use of information is more in the start
of academic year. This requirement can be fulfilled by the customized application by the organizations or there
is possibility of using ERP module by many organizations who are in academic ERP solution providers.
2. Administration
This is typically an administration setup where this has two categories, teaching administration and nonteaching administration. Information requirements in this department are different types of transaction reports
and management reports. The data mostly consists of the personal and professional information about the
people.
3. Finance
All financial transactions are recorded and reported in this function. There are both types of setups as
single point processing and distributed processing. Mostly this is connected but most of the time the record
keeping is manual and at some places it is with the software like Tally. Now there is also a movement and
requirement to have these records online as the transactions may happen online with the help of Internet.
4. Examination
This is one of the most important department where, information processing required very high accuracy
every time and is mostly confidential in nature at the time of processing. security requirements and backup
requirements are very high in this function. All examination and eligibility data is processed here. the volume
of the data processed here is very high and frequent depending on what type or education organization this is.
Complexity of data transfer and processing is high if the institutes have affiliated colleges or institutes.
Categorization of systems suggested as recommendations
As per the observations and fact finding from interviews following information systems structure can be
introduced. The organizational working should be divided with different components from the functional areas.
Suggested levels of components are as follows from bottom to top.
1. Transaction processing systems
Most of the systems where user interaction is happening as the data input can be developed and deployed in
this level. eg. student’s data at the time of admission, examination forms etc., staff/employee data when interacted
with system at the time of employment as well as interactions from time to time.
2. Office Automation Systems
Any records which are automated using office automation system should be handled in this level. Usually as
the data input comes in the form of text and numbers, a DBMS or RDBMS is suggested here. But some of the
documents are maintained in the form of the letters/text/ordinances etc. these documents can be indexed subject
wise having meta-data layer explaining the nature and subject of documents depending on priorities.

3. Knowledge work systems
Here the designs and innovation software are recommended to be used by the stakeholders. Basically these
information systems will help to come out with new designs in different subject domains like science, arts etc.
These systems will collect and store data about the designs, blue prints etc.
4. Management Information System
Mostly works done with the reports are handled here giving all type of information without categorization of
the information. There are broad categories of information but this is mostly semi-structured in nature. So handling
and processing the information at this level is little difficult and can be tricky some time.
5. Decision Support Systems
These systems are recommended for providing decision makers with various alternative solutions to the
problems. typically most of the time other than routine decisions, there are some decisions which requires analysis
of different types. Especially this is required when the alternates are more having different impact on the
environment.
6. Executive Information System
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These systems are recommended especially for the people like Vice Chancellor/BCUD/Registrar/FAO etc.
These systems can provide these higher level management people to look at the information from different
perspective. These types of systems are recommended and used for strategic decisions which may affect the
organization for long term.
Conclusion
Though we have started using information systems in the educational organizations, we are not yet implemented the
systems which are integrated. Most of the systems today works in isolation and integration of these systems as a single
point of view is recommended which is difficult. The users in the organization are in the need of training to make use
of information systems for their benefits and for the benefit of organization for the documentation purpose.
In the view of Right to Information Act, collecting, storing and processing information for distribution plays very
important role. Better thought structure and architectures of information system at the time of design will save lot of
money and efforts for the organizations. Optimal use of information systems will help organization for better
performance improving the efficiency of working including accuracy of the processing.
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